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ABSTRACT

A 162 m2 steradian scintillation detector

located 3200 m below surface was used to look for

hlgh energy fragments from baryon non-conserving

nucleon decayo A lower limit on the lifetime of the

28          29nucleon from 2 x 10 to 8 x 10 years 9 depending  ,

on the assumed decay mode, is established.
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INTRODUCTION.

The law or principle of baryon* conservation, which

asserts that in any transformation the number of baryons

minus the number Of antibaryons remains a constant, was

first formulated as the law of conservation of nucleons

by StGckelbergl and Wigner2 and later evolved into its

present  form  as the hyperons or "heavy baryons "  were                                      1
'

discovered. As is true with all physical laws, there

is continued interest in testing the range of validity
1

of the baryon conservation law, hence the present

investigation.

The law has been found valid in innumerable direct
1

observations of reactions between particles and no                  '

violations have been reported. Experiments whlch

demonstrate the absence of nucleon decay** provide a

more stringent test of the law. The stability of the               1

nucleon and therefore our very existence*** is a

* Baryons are strongly interacting fermlons with
mass equal to or greater than that of 3the proton.

** In these discussions the term nucleon decay
excludes ordinary beta decay since this process
conserves baryonse                                             ·

*** From this one may immediately deduce that the                  L
nucleon lifetime ls greater than the age of the
universe which  ls  estimated  to. be    #101 0 years .
From very simple measurements of the ambient level             f
of radioactivity one can deduce that the nucleon
lifetime is greater than 1017 years.                            e

=.1
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1 1

non=trivial fact, implying the existence of a

fundamental principle, since there is apparently no

other reason why the nucleon does not decay.  The law
\

of baryon conservation is thus thought to be directly

responsible for the stability of nucleons, since it
' '.

follows as a consequence that the decay of a nucleon

into lighter and therefore non-baryonic particles may               i

not occure

Table I summarizes the results of previous

experiments which have sought to detect nucleon decay.

These experiments have been able to specify only a

lower nucleon lifetime limit* for specific modes of

nucleon decay. The effect of the nuclear binding on '

the lifetime is assumed to be unimportant in view of                 b

the relatively small binding energy as compared with                '

the nucleon rest mass:

This thesis sets new and more stringent nucleon

lifetime 11mlts for modes of. decay which produce high

energy ionizing particles, and follows the techniques

and spirit of those who previouslyl-8 used the methodo

* Lifetimes are here used as a convenient
expression to relate the observed rate of                       
events to the nucleon decay sensitivity of                     }
the detector. There is no implication that                    2
the concept of time. as we know it, is valid                   :
on the scale of 102D years.

:,
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The results are based on measurements made in

conjunction with the Case-Wits* Neutrino Experiment.

The apparatus was a 162m2 steradian scintillation

detector located 3200 meters below the surface in a

gold mine near Johannesburg, South Africa.  The

experiment differs from those which precede it

primarily in the large size of the detector and the

greatly reduced cosmic ray background associated with

the extreme depth of the apparatus.

HIGH ENERGY DECAY FRAGMENT METHOD.

Nucleons in a given sample. of material are

presumed to decay into high energy lonizing particles

in a manner whlch obeys all conservation laws except

baryon and lepton conservation.**  The experimenter

sets out to detect these particlesp and from the rate

of observed events and the detector configuration he

deduces the nucleon lifetime or, if the events cannot

* Case Institute of Technology, Cleveland Ohio,
U.So Ao

University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg,
South Africa.

** It is seen that the decay of the nucleon to
known particles is not possible if only the
baryon conservation constraint is relaxed.
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be clearly ascribed to nucleon decay, a lower nucleon

lifetime limit.

In this thesis several plausible nucleon decay

modes, (See Table II) consistant with the conservation

of energy, momentum, spin, and charge, are chosen as

examples upon which to base quantitative results. The

lifetime limits based on these modes are representative

of the limits which would be true for any decay mode

involving lonizing decay particles.  It is recognised,

however, that the charged particle or particles from               '

events of very high particle multiplicity might not    ,

have sufficient energy to be detected. The particle

energies listed in Table II follow from the application             i

of energy and momentum conservation to the decay of a

free nucleon.

In the case of an initially bound nucleon, the

residual nucleus can carry off n,10-20   MeV   in  its
1

recoll and hence a bound nucleon decay particle can

have an energy less than that from a free nucleono

Since such accuracy is not warranted here, the

difference is ignored and the energies listed in                    

Table II are assumed to apply to all nucleons.



EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS.

The experimental arrangement is that of a detector

in an underground cavity, shown schematically in Fig..1.

The nucleons whose decay is sought are in the detector,

itself and within the walls of the cavity.  The

nucleons in the walls which might contribute events in

the detector are wlthln a shell having a thickness                   '

equal to the range of the decay particles.

Equation I* relates the nucleon lifetime to

experimental quantities o It is seen that the nucleon

decay countlng rate from nucleons of lifetime greater

than 1028 years will be very low even with a large

detector.

Neff
T. =

(AN)
(1)

(IE)

  =  nucleon mean lifetime.**

Neff ndveff +n R A = Effective Number ofW W eff
Nucleons.

* Equation I is valid for one lonizing decay
particle. This and other more complicated cases
are considered in Appendix I, II and III.

** All numerical results are expressed in lifetime
TA units where Ti  =  ln2 T.
2                     2

-5 -
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(_AN) nucleon decay event rate due to one
( At) lonizing fragmente

Rw       range of decay fragment.

nd       number of nucleons per unit volume in
detector*

AW       number of nucleons per unit volume in
walls of cavityo

A        effective area of detector = shadoweff
area of detector averaged over all
angleso

V        effective volume of detector.= detectoreff
volume within which decay is detected

' with 100% efficiency.

This equation embodies the general and rigorous

result that the response of a detector in a cavity with

thick homogenious walls ls independent of the shape or

size of the cavity. It ls interesting to note that for

a given detector the maximum effective number of

nucleons ls achieved wlth the detector-cavity

arrangemente

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF THE DETECTOR;

10, 11 ,The detector·has been described elsewhere,
1

and only a brief description will be given here.*  It

* The 6 detector elements comprising Bay 1 were set
: into operation on 27 October, 1964.  The area of
) I the system was increased one bay at a time until

all nine bays were operating on 26 November, 1965.

i
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consisted of 54 scintillation detector elements, each                 

(Fig. 2) consisting of a long clear lucite plastic box

filled with a mineral oil based scintillator and

viewed by two photomultlplier tubes on each end. The

detector elements (Figo 3) were arranged end to end

in six discontinuous rails, three rails on each side

of a long horizontal tunnel.* The geometry of the

array was chosen to provide the largest possible area               :

and a crude angular resolution for the detection of

particles penetrating at zenith angles greater than                 '

45 degrees.  The thickness of the detector elements

was chosen so that a penetrating charged particle                   3

would deposit at least 20 MeV. Separate and identical     -       i

electronic recording systems were provided for the

East and West sides of the detector array.

The electronic recording systems operated in the

following manner.  A particle depositing energy in a                i

single detector element would cause an output pulse

from each of the four photomultipller tubes (P.Me) on

that detectore  These pulses were passed through a

* Access to one end of the tunnel wds by a 60
degrees (to zenith) inclined main haulage
shaft, which communicated with other parts
of the mine.

i
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coding system (Fig. 4) to a four-fold coincidence

circuit and to an oscilloscope recording camera                     :

(Fig. 5).  The four-fold coincldence triggering

threshold was set so that any ionizing particle

depositing ; 10 MeV in any element would trigger

both East and West recording systems.  The photographic

record included the following data: the designation                :

of the element or elements in which sufficient energy

had been deposited, the pulse height and pulse shape

produced by each P.M. tube, and the relative timing

of each pulse (to within f 0.2 microseconds).  Pulses               '

from the simultaneous penetration of more than one

element on the same slde were combined into one record*

but pulses from each side of the detector East and West

were recorded separately. The pulses from the detector
'

C

were analysed to determine the position of the event

along the length of the detector and the amount of
V

energy deposited.  Energy resolution was estimated to

be # 4 20 percent.  The desire to obtain the largest               t

area for the available resources precluded measures to

* Ina few cases 9 where on one slde of the array
elements in more than one bay were penetrated,
the coding system did not permit all pulse
heights to be determined unambiguously.
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improve energy resolutione

An individual scintillation detector, identical

to those below ground, was located on the surface. In

this detector pulses from a radioactive source were                 :

compared with those from penetrating cosmic ray muons.

The source was in turn used to calibrate each of the

detectors below groundo  The energies assigned to

observed events by this calibration scheme are consistent

with the energies expected from minimum lonizing

particles e

To insure continuous sensitivity, the system was

regularly tested with an automatic sequencing light

pulsero .(See Appendix V):  A light pulse, very similar              :

to that from an actual scintillation pulse, was

directed into each detector element, and the resulting

pulses were recorded by the cameras in exactly the

same manner as an evento  The energy threshold of the

system was so set that background pulses from natural

radioactivity. which deposited energy immediately in                 :

front .of the phototubes could accidently meet the

four-fold coincidence requirement and regularly

trigger the recording system.  These pulses provided

an additional check on the sensitivity of the system                ;
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but were readily distinguished from penetrating

particles either because the four pulses did not

: originate in the same tank or because the energy

deposited was too small.

OBSERVED EVENTS.

The features of the observed events are here

compared with those expected from the modes of nucleon

decay listed in Table IIo  Table III 11sts the

: deposited energy, time, position, and angle of

penetration of the observed events which involve only

one detector element on each side of the detector

array. Table IV lists the number of events which

involve one, two, and -three detector elements on one
t

side of the detector arrayo·  In addition ten events

were observed which involved more than one detector

element on each side of the detector array. These

events were rejected as not being consistent with

nucleon decayo

A)  Time and Posltiono

Nucleon decay events should occur at random

times and be distributed uniformly throughout the

various regions of the detector. The observed
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events are consistent with these two criteria.

B)  Deposited Energy (Particle Penetrating One Tank on
-               Each Side of Detector Array).

Since the detectors are thin compared to the range

of the postulated nucleon decay fragments,* they are in

most cases able to measure only the ionization of the

decay fragment somewhere along its range and not the

total energy of the fragment. Thus the observed                    .

particles may have an energy greater than the observed

deposited energy, which on the awerage, totals about

50 MeV. The predominance of events with energy                     r

deposited in each detector near that expected from the

penetration of a minimum ionizing particle

(approximately 25 MeV), suggests that the observed

particles have an energy greater than 150 MeVe  The

observed deposited energies are consistent with nucleon

decay, but it is not possible to distinguish nucleon

decay events from those in which other higher energy                I

ionizing particles may also be present (eog. neutrino

induced muons)*

C)  Deposited Energy (Near Vertical Events).

A vertically travelling ionizing particle deposits

* An exception being the kaon.

PA
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maximum energy in a single detector if it is stopped

within that detectore For a muon, plon, and kaon,
1

this energy is respectively 1400 150 and 240 MeVe  For

an electron decay fragment the vertical depth of the                1

detector element ls slightly less than the electron                 :
\

\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       ishower rangeo Thus the detectors do not.have

sufficient thickness in the vertical direction to

measure the energy of the muon, pion or electron

nucleon decay fragments and distinguish them from other

ionizing particles which may also be present (e.go

cosmic ray muons).  Higher energies could be measured

for particles passing through 2 or 3 detectors in a

near vertical direction or passing along the length

of the detector, but the aperture for such events is

small.  Since the deposited energies for 1, 2 and 3

detector near vertical events are highly dependent on

the angle and position of penetration, (making it

difficult to predict what energy distribution to                     '

expect), no detailed discussion will be attempted.

The   events, with deposl ted energy greater   than  110   MeV

total are not consistent Mith proton to kaon decay.

All other· events are taken to be consistent wlth

nucleon decay.

-
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D)  Angle of Penetration.                                           E

It is reasonable to assume that if'nucleon decay

occurs it will give rise to products which have no

preferred axis and hence on the average will be

isotropically distributed at the point of decay.*  As

is shown in Appendix II lt follows from this assumption

that the rate of nucleon decay coincldence events in a

pair of detectors is proportioned to the aperture** of

*** Therefore lf the observed events arisethe     pair.

entirely from nucleon decay the intensity, which is

the ratio of the rate of observed events to the

aperture, should be nearly the same for all pairs of

detectorso

To facilitate a test of this criterion, the

* The existence of an angular correlation of the                 ·
decay products with each other would not
invalidate this assumption.

** The aperture for a pair of detectors is the
solid angle subtended by one detector at an
element of area of the other detector integrated
over all the elements of area. See Appendix III               :
for an exact formulation and solution of the
integral.

*** From which it follows that the flux of nucleon
decay fragments within the cavity is homogeneous
and isotropic.
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detector elements are grouped into the pairs of

discontinuous rails shown in Fige 6 through 11.

Identical pairs which define the same angular range

are grouped into the Classes shown in this figure.  In

Table V the rate of observed events, aperturee and

intensity for each class is given.  It is seen that the

intensity of events is not the same, showing a

departure from isotropy and hence the presence of non

nucleon decay particles.  The significantly greater

intensity in the vertical direction ls due to the

presence of cosmic ray muons from the atmosphereo

Indeed it is reasonable to conclude that almost all of

the events in classes IV, V and VI are due to cosmic

rays, but the argument can not be made.quantative from(

these data alone. As is discussed below, a large

fraction of the events in Classes I, II, and III are

from neutrino interactions. The intensity for Class I

is slightly greater than that for Class II and III, as

expected from neutrinos, but the data to date are

statistically uncertain and the distribution within

Classes I, II and III Xs consistent with isotropy.

The cosmic ray and neutrino events serve as a background

in the present experiment.



CALCULATION OF NUCLEON LIFETIME LIMITS.

Since no feature of the observed events clearly

indicates the presence.of nucleon decay, only a lower

limit on the nucleon lifetime can be obtained from the

present experimento It was decided to base the results              '

on tde ewent rate in Classes Iv II and III since this

avoids the considerable uncertainties in estimating the
I

contribution due to the cosmic ray background and also

gives the highest lower limito The lower lifetime

limlt for each decay mode listed in Table II is

calculated in two different ways and the results are

given in Table VIe The lifetime for each mode is

calculated on the assumption that all of the events,

not attributable to other causes and consistent with .

the mode, are due to nucleon decay in that mode alone.

All calculatlons were based on Equations 11 and 17o

A)  Nucleon Lifetime Consistent with Events in Class
III (Background not Subtracted).

It is seen from Table V that the number of events              =

per unit aperture is lowest in Class III.  Since no

events occurred in this Class, the rate was arbitrarily             '

taken to be one event in the period of.observation. If

all of the events in Table II are assumed to be from

nucleon decay, then the most favorable lifetime limits

are obtained from Class III yielding the (background

not subtracted) results ih Table VI.

-15-
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B)  Nucleon Lifetime Consistent with Events in Class I,
II and III (Neutrino Induced Muons Subtracted).

Almost all of the events in Classes I, II and III

are due to muon neutrino interactions in the ·rock

surrounding the detector and are, of courses the events

  for the detection of which the apparatus was designed.

Using the muon neutrino rates predicted for this

detectorv no fewer than eight of the events in Table
11

III are due to neutrinos. It would thus seem reasonable

that no more than four of the events in Table III are

due.to nucleon decay thus yleldlng the results in Table

VI.

'                                      CONCLUSIONS.
<

The data give no evidence for the existence of

high energy fragments from nucleon decay.  Lower limits
28on the lifetime of the nucleon from 2 x 10   to

298 x 10 years depending on the assumed decay mode are

established. It is seen that the muon neutrino serves

as a major source of background in the present nucleon

lifetime experiment. In future experiments, where it

is possible to positively identify all muon neutrino

events, improved lifetime limits may be established.

\



APPENDIX I. NUCLEON DECAY COUNTING RATE IN A THIN*

FLAT DETECTOR.                                   1

In the following derivations it is assumed that;

1) the materials bf the cavity walls (rock), the active             :

detector material (scintillator), and the detector

covers (lucite, press-wood and sheet steel) were

homogeneous;

2) the decay products are emitted isotropically; and

3) the lifetime of the nucleon is independent of the

nucleus to which it is bound.

A)  Nucleons in the Detector (One Ionizing Decay
Fragment).

In order to discriminate against natural radio-

activity a minimum detection threshold ET 3 10 MeV
was selected. Since nucleon decay fragments near their

origin are minimum ionizing, the path-length m to

deposit the threshold energy ET is

ET                                                        1m
(dE)
(dx)

*  The detector is here assumed to be so thin that
the fraction of particles cutting corners is.

. negligible. In the final results, Appendix III,
a correction for corner cutting is included.

-17-                                      -
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where dE is the rate of energy loss with distance in'dx
the detector medium.  An ionizing fragment leaving a

thin detector at an angle a to the detector normal and

originating a distance gre at er than mcosa from the
C

detector edge will be counted. See Fig. 12. For a

thin slab the rate of detected single ionizing decay

fragments emitted at angle a within solid angle dn is

d2(AN) dn  A(t +s- mcosa) dn
(St) dEd                         4 7 r                                                                (3)

where

nd       number of nucleons per unit volume in
' the detector.

dn
#    nd     =

nucleon decay  rat e  per  unit
Ed   - r volume in the detector.

r     =  nucleon mean life.

A    =  Area of detector.

t     =  thickness of active detector material
(scintillator).                                         i

s                                         EP i x i = effective thickness of detector
i        walls (plastic tank walls plus

p      cover)*d

*  The plastic tank is similar in composition and
chemical make-up to the scintillator, and                       
therefore, its presence is most easily included
as part of the scintillation volume. Ot her
parts of the detector cover·are negligible but                :
for completeness their effect is lumped into the               '
detector wall thickness.

'
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P.     dehsity of various materials in detector                  '
1 walls.

X. thickness of various detector walls.
1

P      density of active detector material.d

The single ionizing decay fragment counting rate from

decays in the detector is therefore

AN     ha j (Acosa) ((t+s)/cosa - m) dn = nd Veff
At

-

47TTj 0                               Tl

(4)

B)   Nucleons  in 'the Detector (Two Ionizing Decay
Fragments)

If two ionizing fragments are emitted, at 'least

one of the fragments will always be detected because

the fragments proceed in opposite directions. The two-

.-     ionizing fragment counting rate for decays in the

detector is therefore                                               :

AN nd Vdetector (5)
At             -T

2

C)  Nucleons Outside the Detector (Single Ionizing
Decay Fragment).

As seen from Fig. 13 the nucleon decay detection

rate for ·a single ionizing fragment emit ted iri area

dA from volume dV is
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dnds(AN) = dA cosa   W dV
(At) 4 Tr r 2 dt (6)

where

n      number of nucleons per unit volume in cavity
1

Ig
wall.

r      distance from dA to dV.

ro     distance from dA to cavity wall.

dnw 2  nw = nucleon decay rate per unit volume wall.-d--- rl
R total range of decay fragment in wall.W

If the source volume dV is not deep within the

cavity wall, the fragment can emerge from the wall and

be detected. Since a particle is .heavily ionizing at

the end of its range, *a particle just reaching the

detector need only have a negligible fraction of its

range within the detector to deposit the required

threshold energy. Thus to a very good approximation                 

the effective volumes extend into the wall.along r to

a depth equal to the range of the decay fragment.*

The counting rate due to single ionizing fragment

nucleon decay in the wall is therefore

*  If the energy necessary to penetrate the
detector walls is not small compared to the
initial fragment energy„ a correction is
necessary.                                                    '
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r +R
0 W

AN     nw  f  f  f (dA cosa) do dr        ·       (7)TE                                      *irTi   Anr.
0

1

If.the detector is in a cavity of wall thickness

greater than Rw the integral over r may be trivially                i

performed. Note that the result does not depend upon

the distance r  from the cavity wall to any detector

element. For rectangular.detectors, the area integral

may be determined by inspection. Hence,                            i

AN     Rwnw f (A cosa) dn = w-w A (8)
Rn

eff
Et                       T            Q                4 7 r                                           T

1                                                  1

D)  Nucleons outside Detector (Two Ionizing Decay
Fragments).

The decay fragments proceed in opposite directions              :

so that the counting rate for both fragments is the sum

of two terms identical to Equation (8), a term for each

fragment.

E)  Summary.

The mean lifetimes for Single ionizing fragment

nucleon decay and two ionizing flagment nucleon decay

are respectively:
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r       1      nd Veff + nwRWAeff ) (9)
1 TINT

(St)

T 2     1.     nd Vdet ector + nwRwAeff + nwnw eff  nW A

(AN)
(TE)

(10)



APPENDIX II. NUCLEON DECAY COINCIDENCE COUNTING RATE              1

IN TWO THIN FLAT PARALLEL DETECTORS.

A)  Single Ionizing Decay Fragment.

The calculation of the counting rate proceeds from

the application of the equations derived in Appendix I.

Equations (4) and (8) give the coincidence rate if the

area A is replaced by A(a,B), the area of the detector              :
-

(Fig. 14) or of the cavity wall (Fig. 15) within which a

nucleon decay fragment in direction* (a,B), within

solid angle dn, will pass through both detectors. This

"                  "is the area of overlap or shadow area of the two

detectors in the direction (a,B).  The effective

volumes extend along r into the rock a distance equal

to (RW-R(E)w) where E is the energy necessary to

penetrate the first detector and reach the second. In

this case Equations (4) and (8) become

AN     nd   A(a,B)cosa ((t + s)/cosa - m) dn   .(11)
ZE                 T i     Q                     4 1,

AN     nw   A(&,Bjcosa (Rw-RCE)w) do (12)

At      Tl 92          4T

where

' *  See Fig. 16 for definition of a and B.

-23-
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A(a,B) area of shadow on one detector cast by
parallel rays in the direction (a,B) from
the other detector.

R total range of decay fragment in rockW
(cm).                                              '

R(E) range of decay fragment of energy E inW
rock (cm)„

E          energy necessary for a fragment
travelling in direction (d,B) to.
penetrate the first detector and just
reach the active region of the second.

At those angles asao where (Rw-RCE)w)<0, the

integrand in Equation 12 is zero. At a=a the0'

function ((t + s)/cosa - m) in Equation 11 changes to

ltd (range of the fragment in the detector)*.  The

integrands may be considered to be valid for all

i angles if the roles of the two detectors are reversed

as the angle a passes to values greater than 1/2.

Equation (12) is simplified by the approximation that

the range of an ionizing particle is inversely

proportional to the density of the stopping medium and

' that for a wide variation of energy the ranges of a

particle in two different materials are proportional.

(See Appendix IV.)  Therefore,

*  Since in most cases Rd>> -(t + 3s) it is
sufficiently accurate to terminate Equations
(11) and (12) at a=ao°
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nwRCE)w i kndRCE)d = knd (33 + t)
cosa (13)

.

where k has a value near unity. Equation (12) becomes

AN =1  A(a,B)cosa (nwRw-knd(t+35))dnAt       r lo 47T cosa (14)

a<ao

Adding (11) to (14) the total counting rate from

nucleons inside and outside the detector is

AN = l f A(a,B)cosa (nwRw+nd(t+s)(1-k) -
TE -Fln .

47T Cosa
a<ao

i               - 2knds - mnd) do
cosa (15)

= (-2knds - nd(t+s)(k-1))   A(a,B) dn +
47T r

1                      Q

a<ao

+  (nwRw- mnd)    A(a,B)cosa do   (16)
47TT       

1

a<ao

= (nwRw-mnd) Ap- (nd(t+s)(k-1) + 2knds) Bp (17)

41T T
1 4 Tr Tl

where the following integrals have been defined,                    i
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Ap =   A(a,B)cosa do aperture. (18)

n

a<a 0

B =   A(a,B) dn "pseudo aperture". (19)P   1
n

a<00

B)  Two Ionizing Fragments.                                          :

For nucleons inside the detector the decay

fragments emitted in direction (a,B) and depositing

energy greater than the threshold energy may originate

anywhere along r within either detector. Hence the

counting rate for nucleons inside and outside the
»

detector is given by the sum of two terms (one for

each fragment) identical to equatien (17) with m = 0.                :

Each integral can in most cases be accurately                      ;

terminated at the angle a at which one of the

fragments can not penetrate the full depth of one                   

detector.                                                                                1

1

C)  Approximate Formulae for Lifetimes from Coincidence
Counting Rates.                                                 i

The lifetime results given in this thesis were

calculated from equation (17). However for purposes

of discussion the approximate nucleon coincidence

counting rate relations derived below are useful.

'
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' In the detector of the present experiment mnd

and snd are small compared to nw w and k is

approximately 1. Hence from Equation (17) and

discussion in B), above, the nucleon mean lifetimes

for single ionizing fragment and two ionizing

fragment nucleon decay are respectively

Tl &   1  Rwnw Ap
(AN)  47T
(TE) . (20)

t1

T2 2   1  (R'w + R W)nw Ap
CAN) 4 7T

(TE) (21)



APPENDIX III. COINCIDENCE APERTURE FOR LONG NARROW

: THIN FLAT DISCONTINUOUS PARALLEL

DETECTORS.

i                    In this appendix,the aperture A  is particularised

to the case of coincidences between two sides of an

array of long parallel detectors called a rail geometry.

The calculation of pseudo aperture B  follows almost the

same steps and will not be given here. As noted earlier

it is convenient to group the individual detectors into

discontinuous rails and further group the various pairs

of rails into the three classes shown in Figs. 6, 7 and

8.

Formulae for the aperture of the identical pairs

of each class are now developed. The apertures are

most easily calculated using the polar co-ordinates -

:

(0,6),*  shown in Figs. 16 and 17. In this co-ordinate

' system the aperture is**
i

*  Equation (22) in no way depends on the location
i                     of the origin·of the co-ordinate system relative

to the detector, but for other reasons it is
convenient to visualise the origin as located at
the geometric centre of the detector array.

**   In the following discussion the -integrals are
all terminated at angles 40 and 00 which are
equivalent to ao.

-28-
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A      f. A(a,B)cosa dO =P
0

2* A/2

f    f A(096)(cosgcost)cosE dcd$ (22)

0=0 E=-W /2

where A(0,6) vanishes for certain angles corresponding

to directions in which it is not possible to pass a                 i

particle through the sensitive regions of both sides

of the array.
-

Since both sides of the detector array are

identical and are directly opposite each other, the                  !

configuration is symmetric about the three mutually

1 Iperpendicular planes defined by 0=0, 0=1/2, and E=o.

Hence

//2 Tr/2

Ap     8 f  .  A(094)(cos26cos$) dEd$ (23)

0=0 4=0

For flat parallel rectangular detectors A (0,4)
is the product of the length and the height of the

rectangular shadow area and is11                               11

A(0, 0) = H($,E) L(0,6) (24)
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The boundaries of the shadow area are given by

the envelope of parallel rays in direction (*RE) having

path-length in each detector greater than the threshold

path-length m as defined in Appendix I.

The height of the shadow H($,E) is determined·by

inspection from Figs. 18 and 19.  The distance mcos<                1

is the threshold path-length projected into a plane

perpendicular·to the rails. The length of the shadow              '

L($,E) is determined by inspection from Fig. 20 where

the plane of the figure is a cross-section of.the                 ,i

detector at .any given angle 0. The length of the

shadow gaps G(014) is given in Fig. 21 and 22. In

the expression L($,E), the term Z is much greater than

any other term and the value of 1/cos$ does not change

greatly over the entire range of 0 for any one class.

Thus with good accuracy L(0,5) 1 L(*c,E) where *c is

the angle of the central ray for each class (see

Fig. 24).  Hence

t/2 W/2

Ap     8      L(*c,E) (   H($,E)costd$) cos24di (25)

4-0 0=0
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where it is convenient to define

1/2

Hp(&) =   H($,E)costdt
tzo                                    ·

Using the values of H(0,4) determined from Figs. 18

and 19,
tn           Tr /2

H = t o,j o'P   J
$=0 0=*m

$C

+   ((t+d)sin* - (c-h)cost - 2mcos<sintcost)dt +
0=0n

+   ((h+c)cost - (d-t)sint - 2mcosEsintcost)dt
0=0 C                                       (26)

where tn(E) and tm(g) are defined by the angles at

which their respective integrands vanish (See Figs.

25 and 26). Hence

H (E) -2dcos0c - 2csintc + mcosg(sin20m-sin20n)+               1
P

+(d-t)costm + (h+c)sintm - 2mcosEsin20 +m

+(t+d)costn + (c-h)sintn + 2mcosksin20n                  i

(27)
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From Figs. 24, 25 and 262 it is seen that

H (E) =E+F-2 D+ mcosE(sin20m-sin20n). (28)

To facilitate calculation it is convenient to                        '

reformulate the above equation in terms of the angles

e. and c defined in Figs. 27 and 28.

Hp(&) = E-(D+S-2mcosEsintmsintc)-2mcoscsintmsintc+

+   m c o s c s in2 t c +

+ F-(D-S+2mcosgsintnsintc) + 2mcoscsintnsintc-

- mcos4sin20c+

+ mcosE(sin021-sin2*n) (29)

Hp(E) = E(1-coss) + F(1-cosi)+,
Class
II&III + mcosE(SinCE+tc)-sintc)2-

-

mcosE(sintc-sin(tc-C))2 (30)

Since H  includes only directions in which 0>0, the

H  for Class I is simply derived from equation (26)
P

with c=*c=0·  Hence equation (30) becomes
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_                    H     =    E(1-cosE)     +    mcosEsin26     where
Class I

E = tm = tan-1 ((h-2mcosESing)) (31)
(d-t)Class I

The variation of H (C) with 6 is small.  In Class III,

where H (E·) has the greatest· variation, H (E) has the
relative values of 1.00, 1.09 and.1.25 for respectively

6=00, 540 and 900.  Since 90% of the aperture is

contained within angles less thah 6=540, the conserv-

ative.approximation that H =H (0).is used.  Henc.e
All

Ap = 8Hp   L($.cE)cos24 dE..= 8HpLp (32)

6=0

where from Fig. 20

Ed                '                                              1

L  =   (£, - (d-t)tanE/costc - 2msinE)cos2E dE +                  1P    J
0

7T/2   JT/2

+1 0-f G(*CE)cos24 dE (33)             1

E=Ed  E=o

Because the detectors are very long gd has a value

very near w/2• As a consequence the first·integrand

in Equation (33) is very small for E>Ed and Lp is

accurately given by
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A,
/2

L  2   (£- (d-t)tanE/cos$c - 2msinE)cos24 d4 - Gp  (34)P   J
4=0

L       =    2#    -    (d-t)    -    2m   - G (35)
P --4 2costc  -3     

where the quantity G  is

Tr 12          -

G  =   G(tcE)cos2E dE (36)p j
0

From Figs. 21, 22 and 23 it is seen. that Gp

.Et            1/2g

= (Q-1)  G1c0s2E dc + 2(Q-1)  G2cos26 dE +  0 (37)

0                     Eg              Et

E
rg{

{2(Q-1)(g-(t/costc)tanE+2msinE)+
J{
0

}

+ (Q-1)(=g+(t/costc)tanE-2Asing+(d/costc)tang)}cos24 dg               1
}

Et

+  2(Q-1)(g-(t/costc)tan<+2msin<)cos2 E dE
Eg

E                                                                                                              '
t                                                                                     ·

=   2(Q-1)(g-(t/costc)tang+2msinE)cos2 E dE+
0

(38)
E

rg                                                                        I
+  (Q-1)(-g+(d+t)tang/costc-2msinE)cos2 4 dE
0
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{

Gp = 2(Q-1){g(Et + sin2Et)- (t/costc)(sin2Et)+ (39){2 4 2

}             {

+ 2m(1-cos3Et)}+(Q-1){-g(ED. + sin2Eg)+
3              }        {29       4

}

+ (d+t)sin2Eg - 2m(1-cos3Eg).}
3}

2cos$c

SUMMARY.

The    aperture    for   thd. ind ividual pairs    of

discontinuous rail detectors has been calculated

, above.  The total aperture for all pairs in each                    1

class is

A   = 3(8H  L ) ( 40-)  '
P P  P
I  II

A   = 2(8H  L ) (41)
P          PP

II II II

A   = 1(8H  L ) (42)
P   P P
III III III

where                                                                :

H      = E(1-coss)+F(1-cosG)+m(sin(£+tc)-sintc)2-   (43)P
II&III

- m( sintc-sin(tc-c ) )2

H      = E(1-cose)+m(sin<) (44)
P

I

L      = £77-(d-t) - 2m - G (0 ) (45)

P                   7   cost c           3
PC            :

I,II&III



APPENDIX IV. NUCLEON.DECAY FRAGMENT RANGES.

The material of the cavity walls was assumed to be

all Si02' since rock contained 0 90% silicon dioxide '

and the other materials (alumina, soda, potash and

iron) had a Z/A close to that of Si02.  The

scintillation mat erial   of the detector   had   the

approximate formula CH1.8.  This same chemical

composition, with a density correction, was assigned

to the material of the detector walls (lucite, press-

wood, and a minor amount of sheet iron). The ranges

for the various nucleon decay fragments are calculated

from the following formulas and the results listed in

Table IX.

The range of w,  and k decay fragments was                     :

computed from an interpolation formula for various

12materials developed by Sternheimer . The formula is

a power law fit to the ranges of a proton in

Be.,CeAl,Cu, and Pb computed from the Bet.he-Block
f                                                                                                                                                          .

formula13 and is

R(E) = R(2MeV) + (46)

+ A (0(E )mi)(1 + Glx + G x2.+G3x3)2.
2Z

P.

where x = log   ,I
10 LI-)

A1

-36-
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I        mean excitation and ionization potential
for medium under consideration.

I        mean excitation and ionization potentialA1 for Aluminium.

A        Atomic weight.

Z        Atomic number.

0 (E ) =  Range
of proton in Aluminium (tabular

entry as function of E ).
P

E        Energy of particle under consideration.  -
mn

E Equivalent energy of proton = (E )P
m. rest mass of particle under consideration.1

m        rest mass of proton.
P

G.       constants of power law expansion (tabulat1
entry as function of E ).

P

The mean excitation and ionization potential for the

rock and scintillator, which contained more than one

atomic variety, was derived with the Bragg rule

(Equation 1.1.24 reference 13).                                       i

loglOI = E fi.logloIi (47)
1

where

fi = nizi
I n.Z.·         1 1
1

1
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n. number of atoms of given variety per molecule.
1

Z·     atomic number of given variety.1

I.     mean excitation and ionization potential of
1.

material of given variety.

The value of I., where not directly available, was1

scaled by the ratio of atomic number from substances of

similar atomic number. A correction for the nuclear

absorption of the w nucleon decay fragment was made

assuming an attenuation length.of 120g/cm2.

The ranges of electrons were computed from a

formula, based on.a Monte ·Carlo calculation of                      :

14Wilson This formula,

R(E) = X  ln2 ln( E + 1) (48)0
Ecln2

E    = initial electron energy.

X    = radiation length .for material under
0'

consideration.

E    = critical·energy for material underC
consideration.

gives the range  'of  the   init ial electron  and   not   its

subsequent products.  The radiation length was computed

from Equation (1.1.67) of reference 13 which is
., I

 i
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IL_    4No z(Z+1.3)(5.79x10-28cm2) ln (183 Z-5) (49)
X A                                                                '0

N      Avogadros Number.
0

A      Atomic weight.

Z      Atomic number.

The critical energy for Si02 was assumed to·be'the  .                i

same as that for Al. The critical energy for the

scintillator was taken as that for carbon increased                 1

by a factor of 1.3 to correct for the ratio of

ionization loss of scintillator relative to carbon.

The nucleon decay y-rays are assumed to convert               f

(by pair production) one half of their energy to at                 i

least one electron which then has a range as

discussed above. Since all of the y-rays in the rock
i

are so converted the density of such conversions,                   i

which send electrons towards the detector from the

wall of the tunne19 is identically the same as the

nucleon decay density.· The contribution of y-rays which

originate from decays in the detector is ignored.



APPENDIX V. LIGHT PULSER.

A large multidetector system must have a quick

and easy method for testing the correct operation of

all of its components. The test should on command

produce an event in each detector and require that it

be detected and recorded exactly as an actual event,

thus testing each and every component under actual

operating conditions.

In the Case-Wits Neutrino Experiment a radio-

active source was used to energy calibrate the

detectors and partially test parts of the,system, but               I

since the detectors were designed to operate on a

minimum deposited energy of #10 Meg the energy from                    i

any practical radioactive source was not great enough

for an ad'equate t e s t. Due to the deep underground

location, cosmic ray muons were too infrequent to
C                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       ,

be useful. A suitable source was found in an ultra-

violet light pulser which was used to simulate

scintillation events for test purposes.

ULTRAVIOLET TESTING OF SCINTILLATORS.

In a scintillator there are many different

"channels" by which the complex of excited states left              '

,

-40-
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behind -by a penetrating charged particle may return

to the ground state. The most interesting·channels

from our point of view are those intermolecular

channels which transfer excitation energy from non-

fluorescing molecules to fluorescing.molecules.

These channels are in competition with other channels

which de-excite by non-radiative processes (i.e.

quenching). Ultraviolet photohs of energy great-er

than that of the scintillator fluorescent transition,

can excite many of the lower energy levels which are

excited directly or indirectly by penetrating

particles. Although it is not possible to say

exactly at what stage in the de-excitation process                  J

the ultraviolet excitation and scintillation channels

become the same, they are similar at those energy

levels which are directly excited ,by the ultraviolet

radiation and exactly the same at the visible

fluoresence transition since it is the only channel

which leads to a scintillation detector response..

The ultraviolet conversion efficiency·should therefore              '

directly reflect any.changes in scintillation

efficiency caused by agents which- introduce non-                   i

radiative transitions of energy less than that of the
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ultraviolet photons.

. It should be noted that the most crucial steps in

the scintillation process occur after the fluorescent

transition where the light must undergo a multitude of

absorbtions, re-emissions, and slight (downward)

energy shifts in order to. escape the "resonance trap"

within which it was created.  Any slight loss here

or in the subsequent transmission to the phototubes

can drastically reduce the scintillation efficiency.

In addition to testing the scintillator efficiency,

ultraviolet light also makes a very good way of

measuring the response versus position of a

scintillation detector.

LIGHT PULSE GENERATOR.

A scintillation event is the result of almost '

instantaneous excitation by the passing charged

t
particle.  The ultraviolet light must duplicate this

very quick excitation in order to test the pulse

electronics of a scintillation system. The ultra-

violet pulse need only be shorter than the overall

scintillation detector response time, which in most

cases is limited by the,detector electronics.
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' '
The light pulser unit was very similar to that

described by Kerns15.  A Schott UG-1116 glasi filter

was used to select the ultraviolet light (3800 to

0
2900 A) from a P.E. K.  118 hydrogen corona lamp 17 and

pass it through the lucite* walls of the scintillation

tank to the scintillator fluid. The lamp was flashed

with a short duration electrical pulse derived by

discharging a 25 pf capacitors charged to 2000 volts

through. an  82 ohm resistor in parallel.with  the  lamp.

The charged capacitor was switched to the lamp with a

mercury wetted contact relay.18  In the early phase                 '

of the experiment a manual unit was carried to each                 :

detector element.  Later an automatic sequencing unit

was used to pulse a lamp fixed on each detector
t

elemento A complete detector system test was carried

out before and after each 35 hour run. After the                   2

automatic unit was installed two additional test                     :

sequences were performed during a 35 hour run.

* Transmission of a 3/8 inch thick sample of an                 ·i
ultraviolet non-absorbing lucite is reduced to
#4 0%    at     3 0 0 0    X.

Ir

-_____-6
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF NUCLEON LIFETIME EXPERIMENTS.

Experimenters Nucleon Nucleon Decay Notes
Lifetime Detection Method
(Years)

Goldhaber3 1.4 x 1018  Spontaneous fission of Th232 This assumes that the re-
(1954) after excitation by nucleon arrangeinent energy upon loss

decay.            -           of a nucleon is sufficient
to cause fission of the
residual nucleus.

Reines4 1 x 1022  High energy decay fragment.  Toluene in detector and
Cowan Liquid scintillation, 30 m paraffin outside detector as
Goldhaber below surface. source of nucleons.              1

(1954)

Reines5 4 x 1023  Proton decay in.deuteron.
Cowan High energy fragment plus
Kru se neutron- left over from
(1957) deuteron after decay of

proton. Delayed
coincidence and liquid
scintillation, 61 m below
surface.

Backenstoss6  2.8 x 1026  High energy fragment; At least 250 MeV assumed to
Frauenfelder upward. going particles. be available to decay
Hyms Gerenkov and scintillation,  partible.  Water, lead, and
Koester 800 m below surface. rock as source of nucleons.
Marin Result based on combined
(1960) measurements for neutrons

and protons.



I
TABLE I. SUMMARY OF NUCLEON LIFETIME EXPERIMENTS. (Continued)

Experiinenters Nucleon Nucleon Decay Notes
Lifetime Detection Method
(Years)

Giamat i7 i x 1026 High Energy fragment. Decalin in detector and
Reines to Liquid sdintillation with iron outside detector as
'(1962) 7 x 1027 anticoincidence shield, source of nucleons.

Depending 585 m below surface.
on mode.

Kropp 5 x 1027 High energy fragment. Decalin in detector and8

Reines to Liquid scintillation with iron outside detector as
(1964) 4 x 10 anticoincidence shield, source of nucleons.              128

Depending 585 m below surface. -4

on mode.

Dix9 In Neutron left over from
Reines. Progress. deuteron after decay of

* proton. Not dependant
on decay mode.

28Present 2 x 10 High energy fragment.
Experiment. to Liquid scintillation,

8 x 1029 3200 m below surface.
Depending Horizontal going particles.
on mode.

-„............«--........... -'...1-
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TABLE II. ASSUMED TWO BODY MODES OF NUCLEON: DECAY.

Nucleon Fragment Kinet ic Fragment Kinetic                   ;
1      Energy       2        Energy

(MeV) (MeV)

P A+ 340   +    v          458

P k+ 105        v          339

P e+ 469        Y          469

P W+ 369        7          464

n 7T+ 340·   +    e-         458

n         W+         239        k-       '  100

r

i



TABLE III. EVENTS INVOLVING TWO DETECTOR ELEMENTS ONE ON EACH SIDE OF THE
DETECTOR ARRAY.  PERIOD OF OBSERVATION 27 OCTOBER, 1964 TO
1 APRIL, 1966.

Class  Time (h) Date Angle to Detector Mean Distance from Energy
Greenwich Normal (E)(deg). Nort h   End of 6  Deposited

Detector (meter) (MeV)
· Ea st West

I 2148 23 Feb 65 + 210 20.6            29      18

II 0020 1 Mar 65 + 680 26.7            55     118

I 1852 17 Mar 65 - 460 19.1            19      16

I 1416 20 Apr 65 - 340 6.1            23      24       1
<5

I 2237 1 Jun 65 - 700 5.8            18      18

II 0142 3 Jun 65 + 200 18.8             5      18

II 1521 1 Jul 65 + 410 13.0 21      30

I 1406 21 Nov 65 0- 40 .20.7 .40           25

I 1642 7 Dec 65 + 30 19.5            38      23

I 0615 25 Dec 65 - 150 27·6 20      20

-

II 0047 30 Dec 65 - 650 50.8 21  .    13

I 0304 28 Feb 66 - 420 46.1          18      18
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TABLE IV. NUMBER OF. EVENTS INVOLVING ELEMENTS ON
ONE SIDE OF THE DETECTOR ARRAY. PERIOD

 

OF OBSERVATION 27 OCTOBER, 1964 TO
1 APRIL, 1966.

Class Number of Events

VI*                     3

V                      30

IV 119     -

* Class VI events are restricted to                       '
those in which the deposited                            .
energy in each detector element
is greater than 20 MeV.

l



TABLE V. OBSERVED EVENTS CONSISTANT WITH NUCLEON DECAY COMPARED TO
APERTURE - RUN TIME PRODUCT. PERIOD OF OBSERVATION 27 OCTOBER
1964 TO 1 APRIL 1966.

Class Aperture Aperture Total Number of Intensity
Bays 1 to 6 Bays 7 to 9 Aperture x Event s* cm-2 ster-1
cmzster cm2 ster Run Time. sec-1x 10-12
x 104 x 104 cm2 ster

sec x 1011

VI 207 1.05 7.5          3          4.0

V 15.8 6.11                                                   4 3                                                        3 0                                                   6.9

tIV 595 257 1650 119 0.72

III 17.0 6.5           46            1*         0.22

II 52.2 20.2 143            4          0.28

I 47.6 18.5 130            8          0.61

* Since no events have been observed in Class III,
the number of observed.events is taken as one in
estimating lifetime limits.                             .



TABLE VI. LOWER LIMITS ON NUCLEON LIFETIMES FOR SPECIFIED DECAY MODES.
UNITS·OF 1028 YEARS.

Assumed FREE PROTONS ALL NUCLEONS
Decay Background Background Background Background
Mode Not Subtracted Subtracted Not Subtracted Subtracted

p +  ++ v            .8          102               9           17

p + k++ v           .3           .6               1            2

p + e++ y           .9          1.3              16           30

P + W++ y         .9        1.3           49         82                3
r\)

n + 14+ e- 21           36

n + Y++ k-                                       25           49



TABLE VII. DIMENSIONS OF DETECTOR ARRAY.

Symbol Bays 1 to 6 Bays 7 to 9 Definition

1         3577 cm. 1686 cm. total length of rail including gaps.

59 cm. 133 cm. length between sensitive regions of
detectors in given rail.

i           14.3 cm. 14.3 cm. height between sensitive regions of
detector elements.

v          547 cm. 473 cm. length of sensitive region of
detector element.

Ul

h           56 cm. 56 cm. height of sensitive region of           w,
detector element.

t           12.7 cm. 12.7 cm. thickness of .sensitive region of
detector element.

s            1.6 cm. 1.6.cm. effective thickness of detector
walls.

d          180 cm. 180 cm. horizontal distance, centre to centre,
between sides of detector.

Q            6              3          . number of detector elements in given
rail.



TABLE VIII. DETECTOR ARRAY DERIVED QUANTITIES.

Bays .Symbol Units .Class I Class II .Class III Definition

1 to 9     tc      deg.       0 21.3 38.0 central angles of 0

lto 9     E deg. 17·3 14.1 10.3 tc+E =tm max angle of 0

1 to 9     4       deg.       0 16.7 13·0 $c-6 =*n min angle of 0

1 to 9     c       cm.        0 70.5 141 vertical distance
between like points on
detectors on opposite                
sides of the array. I I

1 to 9     D cm. 180 194 229 "tc Distance"            tg

1 to 9     E cm. 176 206 251 "tm Distance"

1 to 9     F cm. - 194 213 "trl Distance"

1 to 9     Oc      deg.      90        72 59 mean zenith angle
(vertical)

1 t o 9     w       unity      3         2          1       number of identical rail
pairs in a given class.

1 to 9     H cm.rad 25·6 27·9 9.39 aperture height.P



TABLE VIII. DETECTOR ARRAY DERIVED QUANTITIES. (Continued)

Bays Symbol Units Class I Class II Class III Definition

1 to 6     L      cm ster 2327 2321 2305 Aperture lengthP rad
1 to 6     A      m2 ster 47·6 52.2 17·0

-

ApertureP

7 to 9     Lp     cm ster 908 897 877 Aperture length
rad

7 to 9     A      m2 ster 18.5 20.2 6.5 ApertureP

Classes Symbol Units Bays 1 to 6 Bays 7 to 9 Definition           m
Ul

I,II & III 40 deg. depends on mode penetration "cut off
angle"

I,II & III Eg deg. 18.1 36.2 "gap angle"

I,II & III Et deg. 80.1 85.0 "thickness·angle"

I,II & III Ed deg. 87·4 84.3 max. angle of E

13..11.... 1



TABLE IX. NUCLEON DECAY FRAGMENT RANGES.

Material Fragment Energy Range Neutrons All Protons Free Protons
CMeV)      Rp       per Unit per Unit per Unit

(g/cm2) Area Area Area
Rn Rn Rn

(X1025/cm2) (x1025/cm2) (x1025/cm2)

Si02 Af 34o 168 5.07 5.07           0

Si02           0* 369 192 5.79 5.79          0

Si02           W* 239 116 3.50 3.50          0

Si02 ek 458 59.6 1.78 1.78          0             26
0,

Si02 y + el 232 45.0 ·1.35 1.35          0

CH1.8 1r * 34o 137 3.59 4.66 1.08

CH1.8 ki 106 12.9 ·338 .438 .101

CH1.8          kt 100 11.8 .310 .403 .093

CHl.8          y * 369 157 4.11 5.34 1.25

CH1.8          u* 239 94.7 2.48 3.21 ·74

CH1.8 ef 458 52.8 1.58 1.78 .20

CH1.8 Y + ef 232 37.0 1.11 1.26 .15.
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Fig. 4.  Detector Electronics Schematic for one Side of Array Showing the Grouping
of P.M. Signals on One Side into "Upper", "Middle", "Lower", and "Bay" Signals.
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